Overview
This document details the approach in the RPE (Rapid Population Estimate)
model. It was developed for the Global Polio Eradication Initiative (GPEI),
by the World Health Organization, African Regional Office GIS Center and
Novel-T.

Design philosophy
Goals:
• Provide a quicker/easier to implement source of population data while
other, more rigorous population models are being prepared.
• Be easy to understand and easy to tweak/configure
• Quick processing time to allow for rapid turn around, such for new inputs
or new manual neighborhood type classifications.
In summary, this model uses building footprints as a basis, groups buildings into
different classes and assigns an average population to each building, depending
on what class that building belongs to.

Inputs
See release document for the actual list with citations of input sources used.
Generally this includes:
1. The building footprints provided by DigitalGlobe / Ecopia
2. Settlement layer of BUAs / HAs / SSAs (derived from building footprint
layer)
3. Manually classified neighborhood types, see section on neighborhood types
4. Geo-referenced demographic data, specifically household size, household demograhpics, residential/non-residential areas to determine
population/building, see section population calculation.

Outputs
A tiff raster. Uses the same grid/alignment as the worldpop raster entitled "the
Grid cell surface area per country (time-invariant)". See example for CAF / Central African Republic 100m" -- https://www.worldpop.org/geodata/summary?id=23558.
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Settlement types
There are three settlement types. These are generated from the building footprints. See the release notes for the proper citation.

BUAs
Built-up areas (BUAs)
A built-up area (BUA) is generally an area of urbanization with moderately-todensely-spaced buildings and a visible grid of streets and blocks. Built up areas
are characterized by an area greater than or equal to 400,000 meters square that
maintains a building density count of thirteen or more across the entire area.
To better capture areas of urbanization, small settlement areas, and hamlets
within 500 meters of a built up areas are aggregated together to form a single
multipart polygon.

SSAs
Small Settlement areas (SSAs)
A small settlement (SSA) is a settled area of permanently inhabited structures
and compounds of roughly a few hundred to a few thousand inhabitants. The
housing pattern in SSAs is an assemblage of family compounds adjoining other
similar habitations. Small settlement areas are characterized by having 50 or
more buildings and are not a BUA.
To better capture the communities that are part of a small settlement areas,
hamlets within 500 meters of a small settlement area are aggregated together to
form a single multipart polygon.

HAs
A hamlet is a collection of several compounds or sleeping houses in isolation
from small settlements or urban areas. Hamlets are characterized as a collection
of low-density settlements between one and 50 buildings and falling within 25
meters of one another.
A hamlet area (HA) is a collection of several compounds or sleeping houses in
isolation from small settlements or urban areas. Hamlet Areas are characterized
as a collection of hamlets that fall within 75 meters of one another.
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Neighborhood types
BUAs are further subdivided into neighborhood types. Examples of each were
saved in the input layer (#3 in the Inputs Section).
First, several polygon areas are manually classified and then the rest of the
buildings in the BUA are automatically classified as described later on.
Google satellite imagery was used to help in the manual classification, though
no imagery was used in the automated classification step.

Residential Formal -- These are houses that are aligned in
regular/rectangular patterns
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Residential Informal -- Residential areas that do not appear
aligned / rectangular.
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Commercial -- Zones that may contain some population
such as schools, markets, sports centers, etc.
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Non Residential -- Zones that don’t contain any pop. Examples include ports, airports, industrial zones

Automated neighborhood type classification
Each building in a BUA is associated with a neighborhood type.

I. Process manually classified polygons
First, the manually classified polygons of each neighborhood type (part of the
input to the model) are processed to calculate the average closest building
distance and the average building area.
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At least four of each type are created using at least two different BUAs.
Then for each neighborhood type, these stats are averaged to create the following
table, which is used later on during automatic classification.
Note, these are the values calculated from 20-Nov-2019 for CAF.
name

Avg. distance to closest building (m)

Avg. building Area (m2)

non_residential
commercial
residential_formal
residential_informal

6.63
4.32
2.75
6.18

195.82
198.54
79.91
57.04

Notes
Unfortunately, there is not a neighborhood type for high density residential
buildings. The reason is that elevation data is not available, so it wouldn’t be
possible to automatically categorize these zones.

See the improvements section

II. Process the rest of the buildings
In order to automatically classify neighborhood types, the average building area
and the average of the closest building distance were used.
See the steps below for more explanations of exactly how this was done. Note
that buildings that are manually classified will not be changed.
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The steps are the following -1. For each building, find the closest building and compute the distance (as
shown by the blue lines above). Explained another way, if a building had
three buildings near it at distances 10m, 15m, and 20m, then the closest
building distance is 10m.
2. For each building, take a buffer of 250m and compute the same stats as was
done for the manual classifications -- the average closest building distance
and the average building area.
3. For each building buffer’s stats, find which neighborhood type is the closest.
This is done by linearly scaling the stats to 0-100 and finding the one with
the smallest sum of the absolute difference of the linearly scaled stats.
Using the table in the previous section, this means the range 2.75 to 6.63 is
scaled to 0 to 100 and 57.04 to 198.54 is also scaled from 0 to 100.

III. Results
Below is a visual showing two manually classified neighborhood types as well as
the neighborhood classifications calculated automatically.
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Population calculation
Fixed population per building
Population is assigned on a per building basis. This seemed most in accordance
with the ideas/goals detailed in the section Design Philosophy. It was considered
to also apply population on a population per m2; however it is not clear how much
that would improve accuracy and it would make it more difficult to understand
where the numbers are coming from.
If it is the case that there are very large buildings, such as apartment buildings,
then a new neighborhood type could be created to accommodate that. Alternatively, different population/buildings could be assigned by certain ranges of
buildings sizes.

Urban / rural cluster points
DHS data or similar survey data was used to estimate a most accurate value
for population/building. The DHS data provides both rural and urban cluster
points. Within these cluster points, individual household data are averaged
together.
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In order to associate an individual building with a particular cluster, each cluster
point served as a site to generate a Voronoi polygon (see images below). Once
created, the centroid of a building was intersected with either the urban or rural
Voronoi polygon to obtain a population value for this particular building.
Thus, rural_average_cluster_point_population and urban_average_cluster_point_population
are the average members per household of the closest urban/rural cluster point
in the same admin 1 boundary of the given building.
Urban clusters
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Rural clusters

Adjustment factors
Neighborhood type adjustment factor
In order to adjust for different population/household within different neighborhood types within BUAs (see Neighborhood type section), data from Kano,
Nigeria was used.
The reasons why this dataset was used are as follows:
1) A detailed bottom up population model exists, done by worldpop
2) A thorough neighborhood type / block layer analysis already existed
First, the average population per residential building was calculated by averaging
the population in all residential blocks. For simplicity, it was assumed that all
buildings in residential blocks are occupied.
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The value for All residential blocks, 5.3 (see table below), is assumed to match
the value of population per building as is found in the DHS data for instance.
Dividing the population/building for the four neighborhood types by this value
serves to convert the population/building into a ratio. These ratios are then
used in other countries to adjust the population to account for neighborhood
type.
See the chart below for the results:
Variable Name

Neighborhood Type

Pop per bldg in Kano

Ratio

non_residential_adjustment_factor
commercial_adjustment_factor
residential_informal_adjustment_factor
residential_formal_adjustment_factor
n/a

Non Residential
Commercial
Residential Informal
Residential Formal
All Residential blocks

0.44
1.04
7.43
5.1
5.3

0.083019
.196226
1.401887
0.962264
1

The ratios obtained with this analysis are the values used in the formulas in the
population calculation section.
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Global adjustment factor
A factor was introduced (global_adjustment_factor) to be able to adjust
the total population to official population estimates. Taking the settlement
classification, rural and urban clusters and the global adjustment factor together,
the population/building was defined as follows.

Population calculation formulas
With the above, we can thus calculate the different population/building as
follows:
For SSAs:
Building_population = rural_average_cluster_point_population *
global_adjustment_factor
For HAs:
Building_population = rural_average_cluster_point_population *
global_adjustment_factor
For BUAs:
Non Residential: Building_population = urban_average_cluster_point_population
* global_adjustment_factor * non_residential_adjustment_factor
Commercial: Building_population = urban_average_cluster_point_population
* global_adjustment_factor * commercial_adjustment_factor
Residential Formal: Building_population = urban_average_cluster_point_population
* global_adjustment_factor * residential_formal_adjustment_factor
Residential Informal: Building_population = urban_average_cluster_point_population
* global_adjustment_factor * residential_informal_adjustment_factor
Note that rural_average_cluster_point_population and urban_average_cluster_point_population
are determined geospatially, while the global_adjustment_factor and the
neighborhood type adjustment factors are constant.
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Raster generation
Each building is assigned to one raster square via it’s centroid. The full amount
of its population value is attributed to this raster square.
The raster is in the 4326 projection.
It uses the same grid/alignment as the worldpop raster entitled "the Grid cell
surface area per country (time-invariant) / Central African Republic 100m" -https://www.worldpop.org/geodata/summary?id=23558.

Age range rasters
Worldpop releases demographic rasters per country. These are used to generate
derived rasters for total population for a given age range, such as for children
under five years of age.
For example, the demographic rasters for CAF.

Next Steps
Improve the Model
1. Applying machine learning / convolutional neural networks to the building
shapes; perhaps including imagery in the classifications
2. Importing other sources of neighborhood types (such as polygons containing
markets / schools / industrial zones / etc.).
3. Having building height available (such as a LIDAR dataset for the region)
4. Neighborhood types on a per region basis
5. Validate using a population raster computed with a ’rigorous’ population
model with the building footprint layer in another country.
6. Population data from another source (house to house campaign, ODK
collections, etc.)
7. Handle buildings that are larger than a raster square, or cross a raster
square boundary
8. Introduce a high density residential block neighborhood type
Building Area vs neighborhood type -- Further Analysis
This shows in CAF (Central African Republic) for example that 80% of the
informal residential buildings are <= 40m2 in area.
The goal behind this chart is to see if there are clear cut off values to adjust
population based on building area.
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One possibility is to assign 0 pop below a certain minimum and above a certain
maximum. It would be good however to learn how large a typical house is in
order to inform the cut off values.
Another possibility is to linearly scale the population. For example, if a house
with 6 people should be X m2, then another house with Ym2 area where Y < X
could be scaled 6 * Y / X.

Get expert input on % building occupancy
To complement the household modifiers, a % building occupancy factor could
be added. This could either be informed by an expert reviewing the settlement
layer by looking at HAs, SSAs, and various neighborhood types in BUAs.
Alternatively, if a country had both a trusted/detailed population raster as well
as survey cluster points, the % occupancy could be calculated.
Example SSA
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Example HA
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